In order to have an effective utilization of the radio wave resources, it is important to estimate propagation path in the urban area. In our previous work, we have examined the diffracted fields by two horizontal edges with an arbitrary angle which are in different and same heights, when a source is located lower than the height of the edges. In this paper, we compare the strength of the direct field, single and double diffracted fields, when the height of the source is varied. Furthermore, the effect of frequency change to the diffracted field is discussed. The numerical calculations are carried out for two wedges and a building-like double-wedge on perfect conductor, concrete and earth wedges. The results show that the higher the source is located, the stronger the diffracted fields become, and the frequency change has not a significant effect to the total field.
INTRODUCTION
In urban areas with many buildings, electromagnetic wave can be scattered by walls and edges of the buildings, thus the communication quality deteriorates. Therefore, it is important to estimate propagation path in urban area from the viewpoint of the effective utilization of the radio wave resources. However, the prediction of the propagation path is not easy, since it can be complicated and scattered by many buildings.
Until now, there are many research works dealing with estimation of the radio wave propagation path in the urban areas [1, 2] . These papers mainly analyzed and examined the propagation path of radio waves when in the urban
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Wireless Communication Network area are many buildings. For the case when the waves exceed building roof, Zhang analyzed propagating radio wave over a large number of buildings [3] . We examined the diffracted fields by two edges which make an arbitrary angle in a horizontal plane or in different heights [4, 5] . But it is almost impossible to find diffraction points on these edges analytically [6] , so we proposed a method which can find the diffraction points by repetition process [7, 8] . We have shown that when the angle between two edges increases, relatively strong orthogonal polarized wave components appear to the incident wave. For the analysis of diffracted fields, we used GTD (Geometrical Theory of Diffraction) [9, 10] . In fact, the original GTD was developed to analyze the diffraction phenomenon by perfect conductor. Then, Burnside et al. proposed a heuristic GTD for different mediums [11] . In this paper, we make the analysis by including the slope diffraction considering Holm's method [12, 13] . The numerical calculations are carried out on perfect conductor, concrete and earth wedges. We also discuss the diffraction field by a double-wedge which is composed by a horizontal plane and two right-angled wedges.
The numerical results show that the higher the source is located, the stronger the diffracted fields become. For wedges, the diffracted fields are not affected too much by the incident polarization, wedge angle, and wedge material. But for a double-wedge, the polarization and wedge material have significant effect to the diffracted fields. By numerical analysis, we found that the frequency has not a significant effect to the total field. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present diffraction by two edges. In Section 3, we present the numerical examples. Finally, some conclusions are given in Section 4.
DIFFRACTION BY TWO EDGES 2.1 Aspect of Double Diffraction
In Fig. 1 is shown the aspect of double diffraction by edges 1,2. We express edge i by e i , which make an arbitrary angle in different heights. The wave from a source S 0 (x S , y S , z S ) is diffracted twice at point Q 1 on e 1 and point Q 2 on e 2 , and it reaches an observation point P 0 (x P , y P , z P ). The edges e 1 , e 2 are horizontal and have different heights z = c 1 and c 2 of coordinate system #0, and they agree with y 1 , y 2 axes of coordinate systems #1 and #2. The origins of coordinate systems #1 and #2 are respectively at (a 1 , b 1 , c 1 ) and (a 2 , b 2 , c 2 ) of coordinate system #0. The z 1 and z 2 axes are parallel with the z axis of coordinate system #0 and their x, y axes are supposed to be rotated at θ 1 , θ 2 counterclockwise as shown in Fig. 1 (θ 2 < 0).
Diffracted Field by Edge e i
The aspect of diffraction at Q i (i = 1 or 2) on an edge e i is shown in Fig. 2 . The e i is constructed by two planes of a wedge i, and the wedge has the external angle n i π and it consists of 0-plane and n-plane which are in the angle of θ i0 and θ in from the z i (z i < 0) axis. The source point S 0 and the observation point P 0 are expressed as S 0 (x iS , y iS , z iS ) i and P 0 (x iP , y iP , z iP ) i of coordinate system #i, where the subscript i at the right side of parentheses means the coordinate system #i, while the subscript 0 of the coordinate system #0 is omitted.
The electromagnetic wave emitted from the source S 0 is diffracted at point Q i on e i and reaches the observation point P 0 . According to GTD, as the angle α iS between the incident path S 0 Q i and e i (y i axis) is equal to the angle α iP between the path Q i P 0 after the diffraction and e i [9] , the point Q i is easily obtained and thus the distances, the angles, the unit vectors , and so on in Fig. 2 can be calculated.α Therefore, the field diffracted at point Q i is obtained by the following equation [10] : (1) where E 0 is a constant, r Si and r iP are the distances between S 0 and Q i , and Q i and P 0 , respectively. The and are unit vectors of r Si and the current at the source S 0 . The is a unit vector of incident wave at Q i . The is the dyadic diffraction coefficient of the diffracted electromagnetic wave from S 0 to Q i until reaches P 0 . This coefficient is expressed by the following equations:
The and are unit vectors as shown in Fig. 2 . The is a heuristic diffraction coefficient for soft (s) or hard (h) boundary. The (l = 1 ~ 4) is a scalar diffraction coefficient, and , are reflection coefficients for 0-and n-planes of the wedge, respectively [13] .
Double Diffraction by 2 Edges
When edges make arbitrary angle in different heights, it is impossible to find the diffraction points analytically. In [7, 8] , we proposed a method to find the diffraction points Q 1 , Q 2 as shown in Fig. 1 (a). The double diffracted field E d2 by points Q 1 and Q 2 is calculated by the following equation considering the slope diffraction [10, 12] : (4) where, ϕ ij (i, j = 1, 2) is the direction angle at the point Q i toward the point Q j measured from the 0-plane of the wedge i as shown in Fig. 1 (4) is the first-order diffraction and the second term is the secondorder diffraction (the so-called slope-diffraction).
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Total Field
The direct field E inc from wave source S 0 to the observation point P 0 is obtained as: (5) where r SP is the distance between S 0 and P 0 , and the is unit vector of r SP . The is a unit vector of incident wave at P 0 . The single diffracted field E d1 by edge e i (i = 1, 2) and double diffracted field E d2 by edges 1, 2 can be obtained by eqn (1) and eqn (4). Considering direct field E inc from wave source S 0 and the field E ref reflected by surfaces of the wedges or the ground, the total electric field E t at the observation point P 0 is calculated as the sum of these fields.
NUMERICAL CALCULATIONS
In this section, we present the numerical calculations. The calculation results were carried out for the case where the origin of coordinate system #1 is located at (a 1 , b 1 , c 1 ) = (Ϫ50m, 0, h 1 ) of coordinate system #0, and for system #2 at (a 2 , b 2 , c 2 ) = (0, 0, h 2 ), where h 1 , h 2 are the heights of the edges for the coordinate system #0 as shown in Fig. 1 . The angles of edges with y axis are θ 1 and θ 2 as shown in Fig. 1(a) . The source S 0 is at (x S ,y S ,z S ) = (Ϫ100m, 0, h S ), where h S is the height of the source S 0 , the observation point P 0 is at (x P , y P , z P ) = (x P , 0, 1.5m) and E 0 = 1 in eqns (1), (4) and (5).
In our previous work, we showed that when the angle between edges increases, relatively strong orthogonal polarized wave components appear to the incident wave. But, the fields which have the same polarization with incident field have a small change [7, 8] . So, we show in following calculation for θ 1 = θ 2 = 0. That is, the two edges are parallel and they are orthogonal to the line of waves. We don't consider the field reflected by the wedge surfaces and the ground. Fig. 3 shows the change of the total electric fields |E t | = E t and its diffracted components with a distance x P from the surface of the wedge 2 (x ≅ 8.9m) when the horizontally polarized wave ( = ) at frequency 800MHz is incident to the perfectly conducting wedges whose angles are θ i0 = θ in = 15°(i = 1,2), the heights (h 1 , h 2 ) are 30m or 40m and the height of the source h S is 25m. In this case, as h S is lower than h 1 and h 2 , the direct wave from the source point S 0 is interrupted by the edges and only diffracted components ( , , , ) reach the observation point P 0 , where the (i = 1, 2) are single diffracted fields by edge i, the E (j),y d2 (j = 1, 2) are the double diffracted fields of first-or second-order (slope diffraction) and E SP y is a direct field without edges. In Fig. 3(a) is shown the case when h 1 = 40m, h 2 = 30m and the aspect of diffracted fields by edge 1 and 2. When x P < 142.5m, the single diffracted wave by the edge 1 is interrupted by the edge 2, then the total field E t has only double diffracted waves and . At x P = 142.5m, the single diffracted wave
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by edge 1 abruptly appears. Then the is discontinuous, but the compensates the gap and the E t (or the total diffracted field ) becomes continuous line [14] . Fig. 3 (a) also shows that E t is reduced about 30dB compared with by the two edges, besides the slope diffracted field is weaker by about 30dB than the first-order double diffracted field . In Fig. 3(b) is shown the case when h 1 = 30m, h 2 = 40m. As the wave from S 0 hits the edge 2 directly, the single diffraction always occurs at the edge 2, and there is no discontinuity. When two edges have the same height (h 1 = h 2 = 30m) as shown in Fig. 3(c) , no single diffraction occurs and E t Ӎ In this case, as the edge heights are lower or equal with Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 3(b) , becomes stronger than the former two cases.
When the source point S 0 is visible from the observation point P 0 , the direct wave from S 0 can reaches P 0 . Fig. 4 is the result of the same model as Fig. 3 , but h S = 60m. When h 2 = 30m (Fig. 4(a) and Fig. 4(c) appears where x P > 95.0m, but when h 2 = 40m in Fig. 4(b) , it appears where x P > 192.5m. After E y inc appears, E t gradually approaches E y SP but some oscillations happen due to interference between the direct and the diffracted waves. In Fig. 4(a) , E 1,y d1 appears when x P > 142.5m because h 1 > h 2 (the same as Fig. 3(a) ) and there are two single diffracted fields E 1,y d1 , E 2,y d1 . The total diffracted field E y dt slowly oscillates. In Fig. 4(b) , when h 1 < h 2 there is only single diffracted field E 2,y d1 and a double diffracted field E (1),y d2 is very weak. Then the total diffracted field E y dt Ӎ E 2,y d1 . In this case, because of the interaction between E y inc and E y dt where x P > 192.5m, E t slowly oscillates due to the phase difference between them. In the case when h 1 = h 2 = 30m in Fig. 4(c) , there is only single diffracted field E 2,y d1 and the E t is similar to E t in Fig. 4(a) . Fig. 4 shows that when h S is large enough, E 2,y d1 dominates all the diffracted fields and E t Ӎ E y SP in the existing range E y inc . In Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 , we have shown the results for the horizontal incident wave (i = y). For the vertical polarized incident wave, there are similar tendencies. We also calculated the fields diffracted by wedges whose angles are smaller than 30°and by concrete wedges (ε r Ӎ 7, σ Ӎ 2 ϫ 10 Ϫ3 S/m) and dried earth wedges (ε r Ӎ 4, σ Ӎ 2 ϫ 10 Ϫ3 S/m). These results are almost the same with the case of conductor wedges shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 , because waves are diffracted at the tops of wedges. Thus, the wedge material has not a significant effect [8] .
When two edges have the same heights (h 1 = h 2 = h 12 ) and θ 10 = θ 2n = 0, θ 1n = θ 20 = 90°(wedge 1 and wedge 2 are respectively right-angled), the horizontal plane between edge 1 and 2 looks like a building rooftop. Therefore, we call it a double-wedge. Fig. 5 shows the change of E t and its diffracted components when the horizontally polarized wave ( = ) is incident to a perfectly conducting double-wedge. When the horizontally polarized wave diffracted by the edge 1 goes along the perfectly conducting surface, the first-order double diffracted wave E (1),y d2 vanishes and only the slope-diffraction wave reaches the edge 2. When the material of a double-wedge is made of other materials, for example concrete or earth, the first-order diffraction of double diffracted wave by edges 1 and 2 is very weak for small conductivity (σ), then most of the field at P 0 is the slope-diffraction wave. Therefore, the double diffracted fields by a double-wedge become very weak. Fig. 5(a) is an example when h S = 25m < h 12 = 30m, and the only slope diffracted field E (2),y d2 reaches P 0 (because of above mentioned reasons). A perfectly conducting double-wedge and a concrete one are compared in Fig. 5 . The results show that there is a little difference between them when x P is small. In Fig. 5(b) is shown the case when h S = 35m. In thiŝ ŷ i case, the direct field E y inc appears at x P = 570m, but there is not E y inc in the range x P ≤ 500m. So, E y t Ӎ E 2,y d1 , and E (2),y d2 has nearly the same strength as shown in Fig. 5(a) . Fig. 5(c) shows the case when h S = 60m. The E y inc appears at x P = 95m and the aspect of the interference between E y inc and E 2,y d1 is the same as shown in Fig. 4(c) .
In Fig. 6 , when the vertically polarized wave ( = ) is incident to the perfectly conducting double-wedge, the first-order double diffracted field E (1),z is the principal term and the electrical fields are stronger than the case for the horizontally polarized incident wave as shown in Fig. 5 . In these figures, xcomponents (E x inc , E 2,x d1 , etc.) are generated at edge 2, and E t is the total field of x-and z-components. Fig. 7 shows the results of vertical polarized incident wave to a concrete double-wedge. Because the first order double diffracted fields are almost disappeared, the diffracted fields as a whole are weaker than the case in Fig. 6 . But when the height of the source is large enough (in Fig.  7(c) ; h S = 60m), the aspect of E t has a similar tendency as Fig. 4(c) and Fig. 6(c) . Finally, we consider the effect of frequency change to the diffracted field. In Figs. 3 ~ 7 , we showed the numerical example at frequency 800MHz. Fig. 8 shows the case for the same parameters as in Fig. 4(a) except that the frequency is twice (1600MHz). Comparing these two cases, we see that the results are almost the same except the number of field oscillations and the diffracted field level. When the frequency is 1600MHz, the wavelength(λ) becomes half and the phase changes with twice speed. This is the reason that the field oscillates rapidly. There is a difference for the diffracted field level. This is because the diffraction coefficient in eqn (1) is proportional with k Ϫ1 = and first-and second-order double diffraction in eqn (4) is proportional with and respectively. So the levels of single diffraction, first-and second-order double diffractions are 3, 6 and 12dB lower than Fig. 4(a) , respectively.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we considered the diffracted fields by the two horizontal edges which are in different and same heights. We analyzed the fields diffracted by two edges using the heuristic GTD. In our previous work [7, 8] , we studied the characteristics of the orthogonal polarized waves when the angle between edges changes. In this paper, we investigated the effect of the source height to the diffracted fields and the total field, and considered the single and double diffracted components. The numerical calculations were carried out for two wedges and a double-wedge on perfect conductor, concrete and earth wedges for horizontal and vertical incident waves. The results show that the higher the source is located, the stronger the diffracted fields become. For diffraction by two wedges, the fields are not affected too much by the incident polarization and wedge angle as well as wedge material. But for a double-wedge, the polarization and wedge material have significant effect to the diffracted fields. But, the frequency has not significant effect to the total field.
In the future work, we would like to confirm numerical results by experiments and analyze the case when two edges are not horizontal.
